Personal Passive

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first.

Eg. Teachers say that third graders work so hard.

Third graders...... are said to work...... so hard.

1. I assumed that he had known the answer.
   He was assumed ............................................. the answer.
2. He says that the woman in trench coat is from the UK.
   The woman in trench coat is said................................. from the UK.
3. I expect that the weather will be better tomorrow.
   The weather is expected ................................... better tomorrow.
4. Sarah thinks that the solution wasn’t a good idea.
   The solution is thought..........................a good idea.
5. I think that my teacher gave us low grades.
   Our teacher is thought .............................. low grades.
6. Adam says that she’s writing the report.
   She is said ........................................... the report.
7. They claim that he has stolen the keys.
   He is claimed........................................ the keys.
8. The workers say that the secretary was going out at the time of accident.
   The secretary is said .......................... at the time of accident.
9. Jack understands that the manager hates lengthy reports.
   The manager is understood .............................. lengthy reports.
10. Tim says the situation got worse yesterday.
    The situation is said...................... worse yesterday.
11. He asserts that the meeting is held everyday.
    The meeting is asserted............................. everyday.
12. Nobody believed he had committed suicide.
    He wasn’t believed...............................suicide.
13. I assumed that he didn’t know the answer.
    He was assumed .................................the answer.
14. The scientists estimated that the molecules had been developing there for years.
    The molecules were estimated ............................. there for years.